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Quick�Poll
Utilize�the�PollEverywhere�Links�in�the
Chat�to�respond�to�these�prompts:��

Current Strategic Partnerships - list both

campus and community. 

Who is Missing? List campus and

community partners that are not present in

your current partnership list. 

1.

2.



Strategic�Partnerships
are�about�Connecting.�

Connecting Definition: Connecting is the ability to identify

with people and relate to them in a way that increases your

influence with them. 

"If you connect with others at every level: one-on-one, in

groups, and with a community organization - your

relationships are stronger, your sense of community

improves, your ability to create teamwork increases, your

influence increases, and your productivity

skyrockets." ~ John C. Maxwell



"The�ability�to�connect
with�others�begins
with�understanding
the�value�of�people"�
~�John�C.�Maxwell

Regardless of who you are connecting with, recognizing

and acknowledging the value of the individual, group, or

partner is key. 



Influence

When I think of influence, I think of these 7

characteristics: character, relationships,

knowledge, intuition, experience, past success,

and ability. I also think about time and

intentionality, which are two key aspects of

building strategic partnerships.

All about Mutual Goals

When I work on building a new partnership, I think about

what the other person/organization may need, how they will

perceive me through the platform, etc. What needs do they

have? How can I meet their needs during this partnership?

What are my needs? How can we work together to need our

mutual needs? 

Energy

Communicating virtually takes a lot of energy.

How will you prepare for the meetings with the

partner? What do you need to do in order to "get

your energy up"? 

Skill, not talent

I was not a fan of virtual platforms for well,

anything. All that changed in September 2019. I

had to grow my skills in order to build a

connection. What skills do I need to engage with

individuals, teams, stakeholders, students, etc.? 
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Strategic�Partnerships�are�about:

Creating an Experience

When I think of connecting, especially virtually, I think of the

experience I want to provide. What is the goal of the partnership?

What is our shared vision? Who will benefit from the partnership?

What is the message that I am trying to convey? 
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Building
Partnerships�Takes
Courage

In order to build strategic and sustainable partnerships,

you first need to acknowledge your potential barriers and

challenges. 

It takes courage to recognize your personal challenges

with connecting. But once you do, it changes everything! 



Quick�Poll:�
How�do�you�prepare�for�a�new
partnership?�

I don't - Winging it is my thing! 

I prepare a few notes/look over the website, do a

little background on who I am meeting with, etc. If

we have already met and I took notes at the last

meeting, I review those as well. 

I go all out! I prepare notes, review notes from

previous meetings, and anticipate the resources

needed to help to meet the goal. 

1.

2.

3.



Building
Strategic
Partnerships  -
Tips & Tools



Time. Intentionality. Model the Way.

CLEAR DIRECTION
AND GOALS

KYP. 



Assess Current Partnerships &
Needs

Do the partnerships yield what you expected?

How can you grow/clarify your partnerships to

meet the need? 

Seek Commonality & Shared Vision

Be clear on your WHY. Why is the partnership

beneficial? What will you bring to the table? What do

you hope to gain? Getting clear on your vision and

purpose will help facilitate the energy and conversation!

Identify New Partnerships and/or
Contacts

Once you know where you are and what you need, now you

can identify who needs to be brought in. Are there campus

resources you need for students? What community partners

can assist in adding value to your students, department, etc.? 

Meeting & Follow Through

Once you know your why, you can start engaging

with new/current partners. Consider the

following: Intentionality, Creating Partnership

Parameters, Expect to be Uncomfortable, Write

things down.
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Steps�to�Building/Growing
Strategic�Partnerships:

Sustaining the Partnership

Set parameters for the partnership. Is it ongoing? Is it a yearly connection? How will you recognize the

organization, individuals, etc. involved in the partnership? How will you maintain communication? 
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Q&A 



Thank�you�for
participating!��
Feel free to connect with Kerry via

email at wallaert@gatech.edu.



Campus Partnerships - Reflective Starfish 

Start Doing... Do More Of...

Do Less Of...

Stop Doing...

Keep Doing...



Community Partnerships - Reflective Starfish 

Start Doing... Do More Of...

Do Less Of...

Stop Doing...

Keep Doing...



Adapted for ECAAN by Kerry Wallaert.  
 

 
 

What mindset do you need to build the strategic partnership? 

 
 

What is the WHY of the partnership? Why is it needed?  
 

 
 

From the 4 Points – Time, Intentionality, Know Your Partner, and Model the Way, 
which two will you need to consider at the start of the partnership?  

 
 

With this focus, what will you be doing or not doing for the partnership?  

I would be… 

 
 
 

I would not be…. 

 
 
 

What step(s) do you need to do next for the partnership? 

My Mindset Activity – Personal 



Adapted for ECAAN by Kerry Wallaert.  
 

 
 
 

What mindset do you need in your next meeting? 

 
 

What is the WHY of the partnership?  

 

 

What is the desired end result of the partnership?  
 

 
 

From the 4 Points – Time, Intentionality, Know Your Partner, and Model the Way, 
which two will you need to consider at the start of the partnership?  

 
 

With this focus, what will you be doing or not doing for the partnership?  

I would be… 

 
 
 

I would not be…. 

 
 
 

What step(s) do you need to do next to prepare for the meeting? Which word pair 
aligns with the step(s)? 

My Mindset Activity – Meeting 



Adapted for ECAAN by Kerry Wallaert.  
 

Strategic Partnership Plan  
 
 
 The Path Forward to Strategic Partnerships 

Strategic Partnership WHY:  

Strategic Partnership Benefits:  

Specific Steps I Will Take to 
Develop the Partnership.  

How my team can support the 
Partnership:   

 

 

   

 



Start Here...
What successes have you had 

with current strategic partnerships? 

What challenges have you had 

with current strategic partnerships? 

What are you worried about when thinking about

building/growing strategic partnerships?
What are your goals for this session? 

Potential Discussion Topics

How We/I Current Utilize Partnerships How I think We Should Utilize Partnerships New Partnerships I Believe We Should Explore
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